Tuberculosis (TB) is a highly contagious disease condition caused by droplet-transmitted infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). According to the World Health Organization (WHO), more than 2 billion people worldwide are infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. In 2014, 9.6 million people fell ill with TB and 1.5 million died from the disease.

Unfortunately, Mycobacterium tuberculosis has a high intrinsic resistance to the majority of clinically applied antibiotics, which severely limits treatment options. This intrinsic resistance has been attributed, in part, to its impermeable, hydrophobic cell envelope that acts as a barrier to entry of certain molecules. Since M. tuberculosis is not susceptible to most antibiotics, and the available selection of effective antibiotics is further restricted by the evolution of drug resistance, there is an urgent and unmet need to develop new treatments for TB.

We have surprisingly discovered that new specific combinations of a first agent preferably selected from glycopeptides and a second agent preferably selected from lipase inhibitors display significant mycobacteriostatic and/or mycobactericidal properties, and thus allow mycobacterial infections to be treated.

The present inventors have also surprisingly discovered that such specific combinations display significant mycobacteriostatic and/or mycobactericidal properties towards multidrug-resistant or extensively drug-resistant mycobacterial strains and thus allow multidrug-resistant or extensively drug-resistant mycobacterial infections to be treated, and provides a new array of combination treatments that can be used as an alternative to established therapies.

We have also surprisingly discovered that such specific combinations can be used for screening new compounds useful for the treatment of mycobacterial infections or for treating MDR or XDR mycobacterial infections.

**KEY ADVANTAGES OF THE TECHNOLOGY**

- New strategies against all mycobacteria including MDR and XDR-TB;
- Successful in vitro antimycobacterial activity.
LABORATORY: PHARMACEUTICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND HYGIENE LAB

The research activities of this unit are related to the study of microorganisms and antimicrobial defenses, among others on the study of microbial invasion and the development of new therapeutics against bacteria, viruses or cancers induced by microorganisms. In virology, our studies are mainly focusing on human papillomaviruses (HPV). On the opposite, in bacteriology, we are focusing our research on mycobacteria.